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RESULTS

APP STORE ANALYSIS

App developers naturally want to know

which of their releases improve perfor-

mance and which hinder it. App stores

provide a method of measuring app perfor-

mance, in the form of download ranks, rat-

ings and reviews. Using recorded time se-

ries information, we can analyse the impact

that releases had on these metrics.
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CAUSAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
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Causal Impact Analysis [2] is a form of

causal inference, that works by training

on the pre-event data vector in order to

make a (counter-factual) prediction after the

event. This prediction tells us the most likely

course of the vector after the event, from

which we can determine whether a signifi-

cant change has occurred in the observed

data vector. It accounts for global variance

using a control set.

In the case of app release analysis,

releases serve as the events and non-

releasing apps serve as the control set.

In the above example, the release

version ✻✳✵ of the Google Play app

❋❧✐❣❤tr❛❞❛r✷✹ ✲ ❋❧✐❣❤t ❚r❛❝❦❡r causes

a significant increase in the rating (a small

increase in this case corresponds to thou-

sands of users rating higher than the mean).

The observed rating, shown as the solid

line, clearly deviates significantly from the

prediction, shown as the dotted line. The

95% confidence interval is plotted as the

shaded blue region.

Causal impact analysis is applied using

❈❛✉s❛❧■♠♣❛❝t [1] in these experiments.

DATASET

I collected information on the rating, down-

load rank and number of ratings from

Google Play and Windows Phone Store,

over 52 weeks, for the apps which were

consistently in the most popular store lists.

Google Windows

Apps 210 539

Releases 754 793

Non-releasing 97 397

control set apps

FUTURE WORK

Since this preliminary study I have de-

veloped an alternative tool for performing

causal impact analysis on large sets of app

store data, and continue to investigate the

properties of impactful releases in larger

datasets.

APP RELEASE ANALYSIS
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CANDIDATE CAUSES OF IMPACTS

To identify potential causes for the impacts

observed, I compared impactful against

non-impactful releases in each store. I

also compared releases that increased rat-

ing against those that decreased rating.
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